Coburg Harriers Rules for Claiming of Club Athletic Records
1. All events must be standard Athletics Victoria (AV) or Olympic competition events.
Exceptions - events which have evolved over time, eg 1 mile, 100 yards, etc

2. Only Track and Field events will be recorded.
Exceptions - Marathon and Half Marathon. These are not always carried out over
identical courses and will only be recorded as "Best Performance". Cross country and
road events will not be recorded.

3. Performances must be at AV Pennant competition or higher and where qualified AV
officials are in charge.
Exceptions - Veterans Victorian Championships or higher level competition, Victorian
Little Athletics State Championships or higher level competition.

4. To be accepted, claims for records must be accompanied by a copy of the competition
results where the individual and the event is recorded or a paper record of the
performance duly signed by the official running the event at the time. A note from the
venue recorder is acceptable.

5. Claims for records must be accompanied by competitors :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

full name
sex
age on the day of the performance
where performed (eg Aberfeldie Track)
competition performed at (eg AV Shield)
event and performance

Claims must also include special information such as – weight of field implement used;
height of hurdles; whether hand timed or electronic; etc

6. The athlete must be a financial member of the Coburg Harriers Club at the time of the
performance claimed

7. If a record is claimed at the Coburg Venue consideration will be given to its recognition
only if recorded by AV qualified officials

Recommended Minimum Requirement Claim Form
Name

Age group

Competition e.g. AV Shield,
Vic Titles etc.

Male/Female

Date

Result

Event

Implement Weight or
Hurdle height

Location

Competitors Signature

Club use only

Verified by

At time of claim was
competitor a financial
Coburg club member Y / N

Competing as Coburg
Athlete Y / N
Comments:-

Rank (e.g. Judge,
timekeeper, etc)

